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Foreword

Kia orana tātou katoatoa! Fakaalofa lahi atu ki mutolu oti! Tālofa nī! Mālo e lelei! Fakatalofa atu! Kam na mauri! Noa‘ia ‘e maua! Halo olgeta! Halo olaketa! Ekamowir omo! Mogethin! Ran alim! Kaselehia! Lotu Wo! Ia orana! Aloha mai kākou! Malo lava le lagi e mama ma le soifua maua! Tēnā koutou katoa e rau rangatira mā!

I greet you in the languages of the Pacific, Te Moananui-a-Kiwa, from the Cook Islands, Niue, Tokelau, Fiji, the Kingdom of Tonga, Tuvalu, Kiribati, Rotuma, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea, Nauru, the Federated States of Micronesia, Tahiti, Hawai‘i, Sāmoa and from our whanaunga Māori relations, the Indigenous peoples of Aotearoa New Zealand.

The Human Rights Commission (the “Commission”) would like to thank all Pacific peoples, organisations, and agencies from private and public sectors that engaged with us through fono and other gatherings, to inform this Talanoa paper. Talanoa is often used to describe when a discussion happens or when talking things through, in Tokelauan, Tuvaluan, Sāmoan, Tongan and Fijian languages.

The Commission works in service of all peoples in Aotearoa. It is our pleasure to invite and foster further discussion about the human rights issues presented in this paper.

The face of Pacific communities is young, people likely to have been born in Aotearoa New Zealand and connected to language and cultural resources. Since the early 2000s, Pacific peoples have migrated from the major metropolitan centres to establish lives and communities in provincial centres. Pacific people volunteer significantly more hours to community organisations than any other population group.

Despite these positives, Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand are likely to have experienced some form of racial profiling and discrimination. Uncounted and unpaid work among Pacific peoples in homes and communities is invisible. When communities experience further vulnerabilities because of their human rights being infringed upon, they cannot rectify this alone. Duty bearers must take responsibility for these violations with urgency.

I am confident that following this paper, we can work with communities, government, local government, businesses, faith-based communities and civil society to address the human rights issues experienced by Pacific peoples. The Commission commits to deliver on its role to advocate on behalf of and to work with Pacific communities in making this real.

Ma le ava ma fa‘aloalo lava. Soifua ma ia manuia.

Saunoamaalīi Karanina Sumeo
Equal Employment Opportunities Commissioner
New Zealand Human Rights Commission | Te Kāhui Tika Tangata
Executive Summary

Pacific communities in Aotearoa New Zealand benefit from rich histories and cultures. Service and care for others is foundational to the way Pacific peoples live their lives and aspire to the future. Pacific cultures and human rights are not foreign to each other. Rather, Pacific cultures and human rights share common principles and values that have shaped the societies we live in today. These are principles and values based on equality, dignity, family, protection of vulnerable people, fairness and participation.

In Aotearoa New Zealand, Pacific peoples have historically contributed to the local manufacturing and primary production economy. However, their contribution has long been unrecognised and instead they have been subjected to inequitable treatment by successive governments, such as being disproportionately targeted for deportations. In 2020, lockdowns to reduce the spread of COVID-19 led to workplace closedowns, from which families lost income. Community groups were also required to stop congregational activities. In response, Pacific communities developed safe methods of getting food and other resources to affected families.

The Commission has worked with Pacific communities, organisations and agencies in the last few years to understand their key human rights issues. In addition, the international human rights system has been interested in the rights of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. Below are the key themes discussed in this Talanoa report.

Families

Families are the core institution that Pacific peoples identify with. Children's exposure to the stresses of family hardship and family violence is increasingly concerning. Being safe from violence as well as equitable wages and working conditions are human rights issues facing Pacific people, particularly women. In recent years, Pacific communities have grappled with acceptance of people with diverse sexual orientations and gender identities and expressions and other characteristics (SOGIESCs), in contrast to traditional church teachings which have been critical of these people. In addition, as life expectancies increase, a greater focus on aged care and dignity in older age is emerging in Pacific communities.

Wellbeing

Pacific communities take wellbeing to heart. Low wages have maintained families and communities but have resulted in both housing and health issues as well as insecure work tenures. Pacific workers also report discrimination in the workplace and are calling for support to understand their rights. At the same time, Pacific young people aspire to achieve well at school, and educational outcomes have steadily improved in the last 20 years. The numbers of people maintaining heritage languages and cultural traditions continues to be strong.

Climate Change

Communities are concerned about the impact of climate change on families in the Pacific Islands. The main human rights issues include the rights of people to derive both sustenance and income from fishing, as well as the rights of nations to determine their own boundaries.

The Commission would like to see Government, civil-society and communities work together to support Pacific peoples' aspirations for better futures and address human rights issues. A good starting point is an appropriate and responsive framework for human rights, to be established in talanoa with Pacific communities. It can then be applied to the areas of policy, regulation and practice that currently cause human rights issues for Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Introduction

The Human Rights Commission (“the Commission”) set out to identify and understand the issues relevant to human rights realisation for Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. This Talanoa paper contains information obtained from a series of community fono1 hosted by the Commission,2 engagements with government and private organisations, local research and reports from intergovernmental organisations, like the UN and its specialised agencies.

The purpose of this Talanoa paper is to provide a foundation piece about human rights of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. It identifies how human rights fits within the unique context of Pacific peoples, and how they provide a baseline understanding of the issues that require greater attention and collaboration. It aims to raise awareness of these issues and make recommendations as to how they can be addressed. The focus of this paper is on the human rights issues of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. It generally does not cover human rights issues within Pacific Island countries, apart from some issues in the Realm countries (Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau) and climate change related issues. The paper touches on domestic human rights issues in the Realm countries as their citizens are also citizens of Aotearoa New Zealand. It also discusses issues relating to climate change because they were raised during the fono. It is important that the Pacific diaspora still maintain cultural ties to their respective Pacific Island nations, which will be adversely affected by climate change.

The Commission hopes that this paper can be used as a basis for greater discussion and collaboration, and an advocacy tool for discussion around human rights of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Whakatauki

In this Talanoa paper, the Commission recognises the unique place Pacific peoples have as non-indigenous migrants and their descendants with enduring indigenous cultures, that flourish in Aotearoa New Zealand. This Talanoa paper acknowledges Tangata Whenua, and their kaitakitanga guardianship of Aotearoa as a place where other cultures are welcomed and nurtured. In this Talanoa paper, we also acknowledge the many cultures of Te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa, which connects the island nations of the Pacific region, including Aotearoa New Zealand. In acknowledgement of the kaitakitanga of Tangata Whenua and the cultures of Te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa, we have chosen the following whakatauki from Tokelau.

Ko te tama a te manu a fafaga i na ika, ka ko te tama a te tagata e fafaga i na kupu.
As the birds nourish their young with fish, people nourish their young with language

---

1 Fono is Samoan for gathering or meeting.
2 The participation at the five fono was as follows: 1) South Auckland with 25 Pacific participants, 2) Auckland with 12 Pacific, two Māori & two Pākehā participants, 3) Christchurch with 12 Pacific participants, 4) Wellington CBD with five Pacific participants, 5) Wellington with 15 Pacific participants.
Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand

In this Talanoa paper, the term “Pacific peoples” is used to describe people from all Pacific Islands residing in Aotearoa New Zealand including smaller migrant communities from Rotuma, Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Tahiti, Papua New Guinea and Hawai‘i. The terms “Pacific peoples”, “Pacific”, or “Pasifika” are not intended to imply homogeneity of those Pacific communities living in Aotearoa New Zealand. Instead, they refer to population groups with shared histories in the Pacific and Aotearoa New Zealand, to strengthen the legitimacy of their position in Aotearoa New Zealand. We also use the term “Pākehā”, rather than Pacific peoples’ terms such as “Papālagi” (Samoan), Pālagi (Niuean & Tokelauan), Pālangi (Tongan) or Papa’a (Kuki Āirani/ Rarotongan Māori). This is because it is the most widely-used and recognised name to describe people of European descent in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Pacific resilience through culture and spirit

Guided by values including relationships, care, reciprocity, respect, family, community and spirituality, Pacific cultures have endured over centuries of change and challenge.

A traditional way of envisioning these relationships focused on the imagery and complexities of village life in the Pacific Islands, best depicted by the fonofale, developed by Fuimaono Karl Pulotu-Endemann in the 1980s. In the fonofale, the fale or home represents the foundation of the family and protection of culture connected through physical ties, spiritualities, mindsets and other realms integrated into wider contexts of time and environments. Pacific peoples recognise that life is complex and interconnected.

Since the 1980s, the proportion of the community born in Aotearoa New Zealand and born to New Zealand-born parents have increased. At the 2018

Figure 1 – Fonofale model of Pacific cultural worldviews
Census, 66.4% of Pacific peoples were born in Aotearoa New Zealand. This means that the Pacific Island-orientated view has expanded to include Aotearoa New Zealand contexts where multi-cultural, commercial, industrial, governmental and individual settings are more prominent.

Pacific communities have experienced the impact of neoliberalism in Aotearoa New Zealand and of other global, political, and commercial economies from the 1980s, yet Pacific cultures and traditions have endured.

The evolution of this Pacific Island-orientated view is important in the human rights sphere. We recognise that traditionally; the actions of Pacific leaders have been based on values systems in which they are trusted to act in the collective interest of the community. As commercial, governmental and industrial systems outside of those values systems evolve, however, the human rights lens becomes crucial in ensuring the best interests of Pacific people are maintained.

Spirituality is still a significant community force among Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. The 2018 Census reported that 73 percent of Pacific peoples had a religious affiliation, predominantly Christian. This is much higher than the national average of 44 percent. Pacific churches have navigated changing views to increase community awareness and care for people with mental health conditions and people with diverse sexual orientations and gender expressions.

The ‘fale lotu’ or Church is seen as a community hub. Many early childhood education programmes, such as aoga vagahau (Niue), akoga kamata (Tokelau), a’oga ‘amata (Samoan), puna reo (Cook Island Māori) and ako kamata (Tongan) are connected to churches. Churches also contribute to the active not-for-profit sector in Pacific communities. There are 496 Pacific not-for-profit organisations in Aotearoa New Zealand of which 320 are of a religious nature. Collectively, Pacific peoples volunteer 26,700 hours of their time to these organisations every week.

Pacific cultural and spiritual values in response to COVID-19 in 2020

Pacific organisations and communities demonstrated the values of communicating with their community during lockdowns and times of economic hardship brought about by COVID-19 outbreaks in 2020. Pacific media organisations played an important role in disseminating authoritative and non-judgemental clinical and community information. Auckland-based radio broadcaster, Radio 531pi, used Facebook to mobilise its broadcasting to national audiences. It also interviewed Pacific clinicians and Pacific experts to help inform and reassure communities.

To encourage adherence to physical distancing and lockdown Pacific community groups demonstrated the ethos of service to others, such as through the sharing good quality information, and ensuring that access to physical exercise and cultural activities was sustained. While the service ethos was key, the maintenance of relationships was also central to the Pacific responses to COVID-19 and helping ensure that people were cared for collectively.

For some communities, the COVID-19 lockdowns created hardship as workers were either furloughed or made redundant. For the Tongan Society of South Canterbury, for example, service meant mobilising resources in the community to share among families facing a cold winter with less income due to the lockdown. The community group was able to redirect community development funding and community donations to buy and deliver hygiene packs, food packs and winter warming packs.

4 Tamasese, Peteru & Waldegrave (2005) Ole Taeao Afua, the New Morning: A Qualitative Investigations into Samoan Perspectives on Mental Health and Culturally Appropriate Services.
Pacific families and communities were significantly affected by the Auckland-specific lockdown in August 2020. Media reporting on the spread of the virus prematurely exposed a Pacific family. This led to heightened and disproportionate scrutiny of Pacific families and communities, and racist comments in public discourses and social media. The Race Relations Commissioner highlighted that as Pacific people were vilified for contracting COVID-19 in the August outbreak, a Pākehā who contracted it in the March outbreak escaped that indignity.\(^7\) The Commission also highlighted the long-standing health inequity that was brought into sharp relief by the rate of Pacific infections in the August outbreak. COVID-19 and its impact on people who have had long-standing difficulties accessing affordable and timely health care, demonstrated the need for change.\(^8\)

Pacific families and communities were significantly affected by the Auckland-specific lockdown in August 2020. Media reporting on the spread of the virus prematurely exposed a Pacific family. This led to heightened and disproportionate scrutiny of Pacific families and communities, and racist comments in public discourses and social media. The Race Relations Commissioner highlighted that as Pacific people were vilified for contracting COVID-19 in the August outbreak, a Pākehā who contracted it in the March outbreak escaped that indignity.\(^7\) The Commission also highlighted the long-standing health inequity that was brought into sharp relief by the rate of Pacific infections in the August outbreak. COVID-19 and its impact on people who have had long-standing difficulties accessing affordable and timely health care, demonstrated the need for change.\(^8\)

The most significant wave of Pacific peoples migration to Aotearoa New Zealand occurred between the early 1950s and the early 1990s. Aotearoa New Zealand required a supply of low-skilled workers to help service its booming manufacturing and primary production economy and sourced much of that labour from the Pacific Islands.\(^9\)

Pacific peoples were then eagerly welcomed to Aotearoa New Zealand, predominantly from the Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau (as citizens of Aotearoa New Zealand), Sāmoa, the Kingdom of Tonga and Fiji. In this period the term “Pacific Islanders” was created and which homogenised and grouped people from the different Pacific, mostly Polynesian, islands together. The description did not recognise the independence or individual identity of the island states or acknowledge Pacific peoples’ connections and histories to their separate homelands.\(^10\)

Dawn Raids

In Aotearoa New Zealand, Pacific peoples have suffered breaches of human rights. At the downturn of the New Zealand economy following the entry of the UK into the European Economic Committee (EEC) and the Gulf Oil Crisis of 1973, Pacific peoples were notoriously targeted in what became known as “The Dawn Raids” (1974–1976). Initiated by the 1972 Labour Government and intensified under the following National government, an unofficial taskforce oversaw raids on Pacific families’ homes to find overstayers and deport them.\(^11\) This taskforce also had the power to demand that any suspected illegal overstayers produce documentation to prove they were rightfully in Aotearoa New Zealand. The raids targeted mainly brown people, which meant that Māori, Niuean, Tokelauan and Cook Islands Māori people, who were already New Zealand citizens, were also stopped and investigated.\(^12\)

---


\(^10\) Ibid.


A study carried out in 1985–86 revealed the prejudice of the Dawn Raids, showing that while Pacific peoples comprised only one third of overstayers, they constituted 86 percent of all prosecutions for overstaying. In contrast, citizens from the United States and the United Kingdom, who also made up almost a third of those overstaying, represented only five percent of prosecutions.\(^\text{13}\) The research also discovered that Tokelauan, Niuean and Cook Islands people, as New Zealand citizens, were threatened with deportation. The Dawn Raids were recognised as discriminatory because of the disproportionate emphasis on investigating Pacific communities despite the majority of overstayers being British or Australian citizens.\(^\text{14}\)

**The Rise of Pacific “Communities”**

In 1975, Pacific communities established the Pacific Island Advisory Council to address their socio-economic needs. The Council established education resources and multicultural centres while Pacific communities lobbied for a stand-alone Ministry. Cultural identity, community, unity, courage and the resilience of Pacific peoples enabled them to stand up for their rights despite the systemic barriers which, intended or not, marginalised, discriminated and victimised them.\(^\text{15}\)

The establishment of the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs in 1984 (now known as the Ministry for Pacific Peoples), recognised the significance of Pacific peoples to Aotearoa New Zealand. The agency was to deliver welfare and jobs programmes to Pacific communities around the country. At the same time, the Pacific Business Trust was established to administer small loans to Pacific people wanting to establish businesses.

---

**Pacific people living in Realm countries**

There are three Pacific nations, the Cook Islands, Tokelau and Niue, which are members of the Realm of New Zealand, whose citizens are also New Zealand citizens. While human rights issues within the Pacific island countries are not the focus of this paper, the Human Rights Commission is interested in the rights of citizens in the Realm countries, as these nations do not receive the same level of human rights protections as people in New Zealand, despite being New Zealand citizens.\(^\text{16}\)

In 2010, a Parliamentary Select Committee report, the Inquiry into New Zealand’s relationships with South Pacific Countries,\(^\text{17}\) commented on the existing constitutional arrangements:

\[\text{... In many ways they are not working, and they need to be seriously reviewed at a Government-to-Government level, and in the communities of Cook Islanders, Niueans, and Tokelauans in New Zealand and in their home islands ... we are deeply concerned that there are island communities of people with New Zealand citizenship who receive services of lower standard—particularly regarding health and education—than those available to people living in New Zealand in similar-sized population centres.}\]

---


Some of the human rights issues common to the three Realm nations include the rights of women, the rights of children, and the rights of persons with disabilities. In its 2018 response to the periodic reports of the Cook Islands, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, highlighted concerns about stereotyping and discrimination in society, work and education and violence against women. In its 2020 response to the periodic reports of the Cook Islands, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child highlighted a range of concerns about the access that Cook Islands' children had to education and health services. It raised concerns about the abilities that children had to participate in family and community decision making due to prevailing attitudes which hindered the views of the child. In its 2015 concluding observations on the initial report of the Cook Islands, the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities raised concerns about accessibility of public buildings and transportation for persons with disabilities, the lack of measures to support children with disabilities to allow for inclusive education, access to justice, and negative stereotypes of persons with disabilities in the media.

In Niue, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child noted several concerns in its 2013 concluding observations on the initial report of Niue. This included the fact the minimum age for labour had not been established and that there was no legal protection for working children, and no mechanism had been put in place to monitor the working conditions and overall situation of working children. While the Committee welcomed Niue's measures to relocate children with disabilities to Aotearoa New Zealand for off-island care, it raised concerns about the lack of professionals trained to support children with disabilities, the lack of sufficient means for early detection of children with disabilities. It also noted that the statistics and information provided by Niue were inconsistent with regard to the situation of children with disabilities. UN Women have also noted from their own engagements that violence against women is believed to be widespread in Niue, but there is little data collection.

In Tokelau, an absence of data has also been raised as an issue by the UN. Both UN Women and UNICEF note an absence of data, but from their engagements certain observations could still be made. The agencies noted strong community-led culture and social behaviours in Tokelau both enable and create barriers. For instance, they noted that communities were engaged in child protection, with social norms tending towards supporting all children within a community, with community networking protecting children from food poverty. At the same time, some norms were accepting of violence against women and children, dissuading any formal justice processes.

---

18 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Concluding observations on the combined second and third periodic reports of the Cook Islands, adopted by the Committee at its seventieth session (2–20 July 2018), CEDAW/C/COK/CO/2-3.
19 Committee on the Rights of the Child, Concluding observations on the combined second to fifth periodic reports of the Cook Islands, adopted by the Committee at its eighty-fourth extraordinary session (2–6 March 2020) CRC/C/COK/CO/2-5.
20 Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Concluding observations on the initial report of the Cook Islands, adopted by the Committee at its thirteenth session (25 March–17 April 2015) CRPD/C/COK/CO/1.
21 Committee on the Rights of the Child, Concluding observations on the initial report of Niue, adopted by the Committee at its sixty-second session (14 January–1 February 2013) CRC/C/NIU/CO/1.
23 UN Women, Asia and the Pacific, Tokelau https://asiapacific.unwomen.org/en/countries/fiji/co/tokelau.
A Statistical Snapshot of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand

At the 2018 Census, Pacific peoples made up 8.1 percent of the population, making this group the fourth largest ethnic group, at over 380,000 people. New Zealand Europeans accounted for the largest group, followed by Māori and then Asian peoples. 9 percent of Pacific peoples identified with more than one Pacific ethnicity, and almost a third with ethnicities outside Pacific ethnic groups.

The eight largest Pacific ethnic groups are illustrated in Figure 2. Other Pacific ethnic groups include Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, Ni-Vanuatu, Nauru, Palau, French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Marshall Islands and Federated States of Micronesia.

![Figure 2: Largest Pacific Ethnicities in Aotearoa New Zealand](image)

27 2018 NZ Census.
29 This table adds to 107 percent which reflects the multiple number of Pacific ethnicities some people identify with.
The main concentration of Pacific peoples is in Auckland. Most Pacific peoples are born in New Zealand and live in urban areas.\(^29\)

At the time of the 2018 Census, almost two-thirds of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand were New Zealand-born. Almost four out of five Niueans; over three out of four Cook Islanders; almost three in four Tokelauans; two out of three Samoans and three out of five Tongans are born in New Zealand.\(^31\)

The Pacific population in Aotearoa New Zealand is young and growing with a median age of Pacific peoples being 22 years.\(^32\) Pacific peoples are forecast to become 10 percent of Aotearoa New Zealand's population by 2026, approximately 440,000–480,000 people. By 2038 Aotearoa New Zealand's Pacific population is estimated to be at 11 percent or 530,000–650,000 people.\(^33\) By that point in time, one out of five children will be of Pacific ethnicity.\(^34\)


Pacific peoples and the relationship to Tangata Whenua a Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Aotearoa New Zealand is like Tāne Mahuta with many roots in the forest of Oceania. The special relationship that Aotearoa New Zealand has with Pacific nations is biological, spiritual, historical, geographical and environmental. There is sharing and commonalities of whakapapa in the histories of Tangata Whenua in Aotearoa New Zealand, as one of the many Tagata o te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa (people of the Pacific Ocean). Te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa is the highway by which Tangata migrated, over thousands of years, from the ancient lands of Hawaiiki nui, Hawaiiki roa and Hawaiiki pa’amama’o, also known as Rangiātea. There are ties between Tangata Whenua and whanaunga (relations) all over Oceania.

Te Tiriti o Waitangi is the founding document of Aotearoa and is a unique statement of human rights. This document was signed in 1840 between representatives of the British Crown and several Māori rangatira (chiefs) and is a promise between two peoples. It establishes a relationship, akin to partnership, between the Crown and Māori chiefs. It affirms the rights that Tangata Whenua had prior to 1840, including the right to protect and preserve their lands, forests, waters and other treasures for future generations. It also gave tauiwi (non-Māori) and the Crown a set of rights and responsibilities that enabled them to settle in Aotearoa; these rights extend to Pacific peoples.

By upholding Te Tiriti o Waitangi and addressing the legacy of colonisation in Aotearoa New Zealand, including structural racism, this will benefit Pacific peoples along with Tangata Whenua and others. The institutions and structures in Aotearoa New Zealand that have their source in colonisation and breach Te Tiriti o Waitangi do not work for and harm Māori. In many cases, they also do not work for and harm Pacific peoples and others too. Te Tiriti o Waitangi provides a framework for addressing the injustices of colonisation for the benefit of Tangata Whenua as well as Pacific peoples who have settled here as Tangata Tiriti.

Te Tiriti of Waitangi provides a place for the relationship between Pacific peoples and Tangata Whenua to be strengthened within Aotearoa New Zealand. There are examples of Pacific peoples working alongside Tangata Whenua to combat racism/colonisation, uphold Te Tiriti and work together/support each other on issues of shared concern, such as climate change and indigenous rights. This includes, for example, the recent work of the Polynesian Panthers regarding the events unfolding at Ihumātao.
Pacific peoples’ experiences of human rights

What are human rights?

Human rights are basic rights and freedoms to which every person in the world is entitled. These basic rights are based on shared values such as dignity, fairness, equality and respect. Human rights apply to all, yet there are particular groups who, for various reasons, are vulnerable or have been subject to violations and who consequently require special protection for the equal and effective enjoyment of human rights. In Aotearoa New Zealand, these groups include Pacific people, disabled people, women and SOGIESC. In this context, it should be noted that while Māori have also been subject to human rights violations, Māori also hold a special place as Tangata Whenua with tino rangatiratanga and the indigenous partner of Te Tiriti. International law is an important aspect of human rights.

The United Nations is the inter-governmental organisation founded to promote worldwide cooperation and to protect human rights. A series of human rights treaties and other instruments were adopted by the UN in the post-World War II era and they are monitored by the UN Human Rights Council and UN treaty bodies.

Aotearoa New Zealand is party to many of the international treaties or instruments, including:

- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
- Convention on the Rights of The Child (CRC)
- Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
- Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD)

The UN bodies that monitor these treaties have made recommendations to Aotearoa New Zealand in periodic reviews, several of which concern Pacific peoples. These recommendations are set out in Appendix One.

In Aotearoa New Zealand, human rights are protected by the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (NZBORA) and the Human Rights Act 1993 (HRA). The NZBORA incorporates into New Zealand law most of the civil and political rights set out in the ICCPR, such as freedom of expression, freedom of religion and the rights of minorities. The HRA prohibits unlawful discrimination in public and private areas of life.

In the Aotearoa New Zealand context, human rights take place alongside and are influenced by Te Tiriti o Waitangi. Te Tiriti reaffirms the pre-existing rights and authority of Māori as Tangata Whenua to tino rangatiratanga (including self-determination). Aotearoa New Zealand’s obligations towards Te Tiriti are affirmed by international human rights frameworks, particularly as a signatory to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the Declaration). Some of the key themes from the articles of the Declaration include self-determination, equality, non-discrimination, participation underpinned by free prior and informed consent, culture and land, territories and resources. These themes reinforce Aotearoa New Zealand’s obligations to honour Te Tiriti.

The Commission has worked with communities through fono, government agencies and community groups to better understand Pacific peoples’ experiences of human rights in Aotearoa New Zealand and their aspirations for the future. Communities have been clear with the Commission that solutions to the human rights issues faced by Pacific peoples need to focus on the core strengths of the community, abilities to understand and to navigate complexity and the ethos of service.

Using international and domestic human rights laws as a framework, this Talanoa paper explores human rights issues from the following perspectives: equality and dignity, the environment, the family, and wellbeing. These broad topics will encompass issues such as women’s rights, children’s rights, health-related rights, economic rights and the impacts of climate change.
Equality in dignity and rights

Human rights are derived from the inherent dignity of the person, and the general principle of equality and non-discrimination is a fundamental element of domestic and international human rights law. It requires governments to respect and ensure the enjoyment of human rights by everyone, regardless of race, sex, disability and several other grounds. Pacific communities shared with us their aspirations to overcome social and economic discrimination and to become equal partners in Aotearoa New Zealand society. Community members and organisations have noted the effort of government programmes since the 1980s, and we note successive government efforts to address inequalities and discrimination have intensified.

While the Dawn Raids took place forty plus years ago, discrimination towards Pacific people in Aotearoa New Zealand continues and remains in the collective consciousness of Pacific people. We were told about the impacts of systemic racism and structural discrimination and their continued impact on Pacific peoples’ pursuit of wellbeing. The right to be free from discrimination was raised as a matter of significant concern to Pacific peoples. Communities told us that outside of community settings, their knowledge is disregarded and at times ridiculed. Workplaces were repeatedly described as places where Pacific workers were overlooked for job advancement through training and promotions. Often, workplace discrimination was unreported due to fears of reprisal or victimisation.

In 2019, the Government announced that it would develop a national action plan to address racial discrimination and racism. The work to develop a plan is in progress, and the Commission’s view is that it should also include targeted strategies to reduce racism and the effects of racial discrimination upon Pacific people.

Pacific communities and organisations have told us that they were not used to defining and understanding unlawful discrimination or accessing information or support through agencies such as the Commission. Community members and organisations were also keen to know more about how they could relate to and familiarise themselves with the Human Rights Act 1993. Pacific people who took part in fono with the Commission in 2018 revealed they were experiencing poor treatment and being disregarded in public services and were subjected to racial profiling in retail businesses.

Pacific peoples at the fono spoke of the lack of trust they have towards service providers to treat people without discrimination. As a result, many Pacific peoples stated that they lacked the confidence to raise concerns, or to make complaints. They also outlined they did not possess the information they needed to stand up for themselves. They internalised shame for experiencing discrimination and feeling helpless. Some expressed that Pacific young people often feel that there are low expectations of Pacific peoples to succeed, especially in education and employment settings.

35 The principal of equality and freedom from discrimination is referred to in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); and the treaties on racial discrimination, discrimination against women and the rights of refugees, stateless persons, children, migrant workers and members of their families, and persons with disabilities. Other treaties require the elimination of discrimination in specific areas, such as employment and education. Article 26 of the ICCPR also guarantees equal and effective protection before, and of, the law.

36 Other prohibited grounds of discrimination include language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, age or other status.
The Natural Environment

The natural environment is a natural starting place for an exploration of data about Pacific peoples and human rights. The natural environment, the oceans, the sky and the lands, are inherent parts of Pacific identities. There is an emotional link, for diaspora in Aotearoa New Zealand, to the homelands of their cultural identities. While this Talanoa paper focuses generally on the human rights of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand, the innate link of the Pacific diaspora to the environment and their homelands means that the environmental issues affecting those lands must be considered in this paper. In the 1980s and 1990s, nuclear testing in French Polynesia was a key concern that demonstrated the connection between Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand to the environmental issues across the Pacific. It is also important to note that while environmental sustainability is often proposed as a subject in its own right, the capabilities of Pacific worldviews to intersect and navigate complexity, means that Pacific responses to environmental degradation will always be inclusive of cultural, social and economic considerations.

Climate Change

Climate Change in the Pacific region is important to Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. The effects of climate change impact their homelands, cultural traditions and extended families. When severe storms hit the islands, Pacific communities donate significant amounts of money and other resources to those affected. More recently, concern has centred on sea-level rise and the risks to human life and housing. The most impacted areas include the Tuvalu, Kiribati and Tokelau Exclusive Economic Zones.

At its meeting in Nauru in 2018, the Pacific Islands Forum leaders signed the region’s updated security agreement, the Boe Declaration. This expanded the idea of security to include humanitarian assistance, regional co-operation, human security and environmental security. In announcing the Boe Declaration, Forum leaders reaffirmed that “climate change remains the single greatest threat to the

Climate change migration

The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and the International Labour Organisation (ILO) explained that in the Pacific a series of ‘hotspots’ will become the source areas for future climate change-related migrants. These areas include urban areas, urban and non-urban atolls, and coastal communities. The report highlighted a range of impacts on the environment and on the security issues that will be faced by communities, such as risks to livelihoods, health and homes.

37 https://www.forumsec.org/2018/09/05/boe-declaration-on-regional-security/
Pacific Region Exclusive Economic Zones

Tuna fisheries are a major source of income for many Pacific nations. Approximately half of the world's canning tuna comes from the Pacific Ocean. Approximately 50-60 percent of the total amount of tuna caught in the Pacific is caught within the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)\(^{39}\) of Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency member nations.\(^{40}\) Under international law, coastal states are required to determine their own mapping, delimiting and declaration of maritime borders, the rules for which are codified in the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).

Under UNCLOS the rules for boundaries are tied to measurements from baseline land features, at the tidal low-water mark. However, UNCLOS is silent on whether the low-water mark is ambulatory or static. From the date that UNCLOS came into force, thus, the threat of sea-level rise and its effect on maritime boundaries is a risk for many Pacific nations whose EEZs are extended by various land masses under UNCLOS jurisdiction.

Therefore, for those Pacific nations whose land features are atolls, especially Tokelau, Kiribati and Tuvalu, having their EEZs identified and ratified is intricately linked to sea-level rise from climate change. In this context, the key human rights implications for affected Pacific nations include the right to derive income from fishing, the right to derive sustenance from fishing and the right to make decisions about stewardship of the water space, and fishing activities. The adverse effect on the social, cultural, environmental, and economic well-being of these nations were of high concern for Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand raised in the fono.

\(^{39}\) An exclusive economic zone (EEZ) is a sea zone prescribed by the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea over which a sovereign state has special rights regarding the exploration and use of marine resources. It stretches from the baselines out to 200 nautical miles from the coast of the state in question (See Articles 55-57 of UNCLOS).

Aotearoa New Zealand has a key role in its official development assistance to address the issue of sea-level rise and the risk to Pacific livelihoods, as well as playing our part in climate change mitigation and adaptation. The Commission has previously highlighted challenges that Aotearoa New Zealand faces in its role supporting development and rights in the Pacific. In its submission for the Universal Periodic Review of Aotearoa New Zealand in 2018, the Commission recommended that the Government continues its annual increases to development funding to meet the international standard of 0.7 percent of Gross National Income. Prior to the 2018 review, Aotearoa New Zealand had agreed to increase its official development assistance to the internationally agreed level of 0.7 percent of Gross National Income. In 2017, assistance was worth 0.23 percent, which rose to 0.28 percent in 2019 and in 2021 it is likely to rise to 0.33 percent.

The Rights of Children and Young People

Pacific cultures have traditionally prized children as the continuation of cultural knowledge and tradition, and as holders of imagination and creativity. Families will often cite their children as the motivation or purpose of inter and intra-family relationship maintenance. Many families attempt to balance the inherent celebration of purpose, imagination and creativity in Pacific worldviews against existing church teachings which traditionally positioned children as subservient. More recently, Pacific churches have worked to emphasise healthy relationships between elders and children.

Views of Pacific children and young people

The Office of the Children’s Commissioner and Oranga Tamariki engaged with children and young people in their landmark report released in 2019, What Makes a Good Life? As part of this engagement, children and young people were invited to talk about what is important and what is challenging in their lives, how they envisage a good life for themselves and their families, and about the barriers they face which can prevent them from truly experiencing a good life. Information from the survey and interviews has been provided to the Commission and informs this section. When talking in interviews and focus groups about what makes a good life, key messages that emerged for Pacific children and young people were about culture, family and education.

Pacific children and young people raised the importance of family connection as a key theme in their answer to the question “what makes a good life?” They often saw themselves within the context of their families. Many talked about how their family supported them and how important family is to them.

Pacific children and young people explained that their families need to be well for them to be well, and families needed to be involved in making things better. Pacific children and young people identified the cost of living and financial responsibilities in their household as a barrier to having a good life. For Pacific children and young people, it was clear that the removal of financial stresses, which impact on housing, transport and education, would make for a better life for them and their family. Some children and young people also identified racism as a barrier to having a good life, with some sharing their own experiences and how it adversely affects their wellbeing.

Many children and young people who identified as Pacific also talked about the importance of culture in the context of family, wider community and religion. Of the children and young people who were asked how strongly they agreed with the statement ‘I am proud of my culture’, those from Pacific backgrounds were more likely to have answered ‘strongly agree’ as compared to the overall survey response. Many identified their religion as important to them, with attending church as contributing to the feeling of community and in turn, important to making a good life. Many also identified the importance of being able to speak the language of their traditional homelands as part of their culture and their feelings of connection.

43 Among the 6000 people that took part, in surveys, interviews and focus groups for What Makes a Good Life? 956 were Pacific. There were 63 face to face participants and 893 online survey respondents.
Pacific children and young people also talked about expectations from their parents to achieve at school and make them proud. For some, this resulted in feelings of pressure. Another common message was that schools and teachers could have greater cultural competency and should listen to, and amplify, the voices of children and young people.

Overall, children and young people who identified as Pacific reflected that their relationships with their families and the sharing of cultural activities including oral traditions and faiths, as central to their lives.

In the human rights context, these elements of wellbeing are analogous to rights to an adequate standard of living, to take part in cultural life and to be free from discrimination, founded on the principles of inherent dignity and equality. These elements of wellbeing highlight the intersection between Pacific values and cultures and key principles of human rights in Aotearoa New Zealand.

**Economic wellbeing and children**

Statistics New Zealand data showed that 28 percent of Pacific children lived in households where there was material hardship, defined as having a DEP17 score of six or more. The data also showed that 14 percent of Pacific children lived in a household where there was severe material hardship, defined as having a DEP17 score of nine or more.

In response to a 2019 report by the Welfare Expert Advisory Group on welfare reforms, the Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG) highlighted that government support for children, via direct payments, could be improved. CPAG’s response focused on directing increased support to children supported by a core Work and Income benefit. It also recommended that parents who received benefits could be allowed more hours of paid work before their benefits were reduced and that asset benchmarks for accommodation support were increased, to ensure more children had access to affordable housing.

CPAG also recommended that Work and Income could improve its customer service and case management, ensuring that all entitlements were being offered proactively.

The latest review of Aotearoa New Zealand by the Committee for the Convention of the Rights of the Child in 2016 highlighted the following improvements relevant to Pacific children:

- Government collection and use of data to understand Pacific children’s needs
- Addressing disparities in accessing education, health, minimum standards of living
- Combatting negative attitudes in society about Pacific children
- Support for raising children

The Committee for the Rights of the Child recommended that the government considers the needs of Pacific children in low-income settings in its policy-making about housing, health services and climate change.

**Rights of women**

Pacific cultures have traditionally honoured women in society, from the ancient legends of warriors such as Salamasina and Nafanua to the modern Tongan matriarchal structures of the fahu. Traditionally, churches have taught that women were subservient to men, however more recently, some churches have worked to overcome those teachings and the resulting societal attitudes.

---


45 DEP-17 is a well-established deprivation index developed by the Ministry for Social Development (MSD) for New Zealand. Thresholds will be set at a DEP-17 score of 6 or more for material hardship, and at a DEP-17 score of 9 or more for severe material hardship.


48 Committee on the Rights of the Child Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of New Zealand 2016 CRC/C/NZL/CO/5.

49 Koloto and Sharma (2005).
Pacific, such as Sāmoan faʻafafine, and the SOGIESC section of this Talanoa paper discusses the human rights of Pacific people who identify with Pacific gender identities.

The rights of women both in Aotearoa New Zealand and the Pacific is emerging as an ongoing matter of concern for Pacific families and communities.

Issues

Violence against women is recognised in international law as a violation of human rights.\textsuperscript{50}

Research has revealed the following statistics about violence towards Pacific women.\textsuperscript{51}

The Health Quality and Safety Commission's Family Violence Death Review Committee reported that rates of Pacific peoples as both fatal victims and perpetrators of intimate partner violence deaths in Aotearoa New Zealand were 0.35 and 0.62 per 100,000 people per year respectively. These rates were higher than those for non-Māori and non-Pacific people.\textsuperscript{52} The Ministry of Social Development's latest report on the Profile of Pacific Peoples noted that 13 percent of Pacific women and 8.1 percent of Pacific men reported having ever experienced sexual violence.\textsuperscript{53}

Pacific students were three times as likely as New Zealand European students to report witnessing adults hit children in their homes and 3.5 times as likely to report witnessing adults hitting other adults in their home.\textsuperscript{54} Six percent of women accessing the services of Women's Refuge identified as Pacific.\textsuperscript{55}

In 2012 the Ministry for Social Development produced “Nga vaka o kaiga tapu- A Pacific Conceptual Framework to address family violence in New Zealand” (Nga Vaka).\textsuperscript{56} Within this framework seven Pacific cultures (Cook Islands Māori, Fijian, Niuean, Samoan, Tokelauan, Tongan and Tuvaluan) each have their own culturally specific frameworks for addressing family violence. These frameworks define and explain meanings of family, violence, and key concepts and principles that promote family wellbeing without changing the essential meanings from each of the seven ethnic groups.

In the 2018 CEDAW Committee’s review of Aotearoa New Zealand’s treaty obligations, the Committee made several recommendations to prevent violence against women in Aotearoa. One of the recommendations made to the New Zealand Government that are relevant to Pacific women was “that criteria and guidelines be adopted for the provision of victim-oriented and culturally appropriate legal, psychosocial and economic assistance that recognize the special needs...women and girls belonging to ethnic minority groups.”\textsuperscript{57} There was also a recommendation by the CEDAW Committee that collecting of data regarding violence against women be improved, and that women’s refuges be available for women from ethnic minority groups within Aotearoa New Zealand.\textsuperscript{58}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{prev_rate.png}
\caption{32\% PREVALENCE RATE OF VIOLENCE TOWARDS PACIFIC WOMEN}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{killed_rate.png}
\caption{4 out of 63 WOMEN KILLED BY INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE BETWEEN 2009 AND 2012 WERE PACIFIC}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{50} “UN Human Rights Treaties”, May 2013, by Stop Violence Against Women A project of The Advocates for Human Rights.
\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.
**Pacific disabled people**

Pacific families and communities have significant experience in living with disabilities and caring for people with disabilities. 2350 Pacific people receive Ministry of Health Disability Support Services, and the median age of service users is 22 years. Thirteen percent of all family funded care funding goes to Pacific families, who manage disability care within the family.

Participants at Commission fono wanted co-ordinating government agencies to improve the service to Pacific peoples, to reduce the frustrations they have with those agencies, such as the duplication of services, and inconsistency. The following concerns were raised during the fono:

- Government ministries have different and conflicting definitions of “disability”
- Inconsistent definitions of family member

**Disability Support Allocations to Pacific people**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median Age of Pacific Disability Support Services clients</td>
<td>22 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of Pacific clients</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage of total allocations to Pacific clients</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home and Community Support Services</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carer Support</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Residential Services</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged Residential Care (Younger People)</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported living</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respite Services</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour support services</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day services</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High and Complex needs</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice in community living</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualised funding</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced individualised funding</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funded family care</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6:** Pacific peoples allocations of disability support services

---


58 ibid.


In its Faiva Ora 2016-2021: Pasifika Disability Plan, the Ministry of Health reports, Pacific young people with disabilities reported their voices as not being heard or respected, with a lack of support for developing intellectual and academic knowledge, or transition into adulthood. Pacific young people also spoke about the burden of administration, having to continually provide ‘proof of disability’ to access State allowances, or explaining school absence. Pacific families and caregivers of people with disabilities also spoke about barriers to accessing support, which left them feeling alone and isolated within the system.

The Ministry of Health summarised that while Pacific peoples were equitably represented among those allocated the carer support subsidy and home and community support services, they were low users of community residential services, supported-living and day programmes. The Ministry suggested the following reasons:

- Lack of awareness of support available
- A lack of culturally responsive services to choose from
- Preferences for caring for disabled people within the home

**Pacific people with diverse sexual orientations, gender identities and expressions and sexual characteristics (SOGIESC).**

Traditionally, ideas of gender identities and expressions and sexual characteristics have surpassed the westernised constructs of a male female binary and heterosexualism in family formation, which were later introduced by missionaries in the 1820s.

In 2011, Pacific gender identity expert, Phylesha Brown-Acton, presented the term MVPFAFF to an international audience, which comprised the terms in Pacific heritage languages to refer to Pacific gender identities. Traditionally, these individuals were a valued part of intra and inter familial service by holding roles in caring for elders, which involved significant learning about cultural, village and island traditions. In Sāmoa, fa’afafine were also responsible for the care and raising of children while birth parents were working (often away from the village setting). The cultural knowledge placed fa’afafine in powerful positions where they were not only highly trusted carers, but also holders of significant amounts of local and customary knowledge.

---

64 Niko Besnier and Kalissa Alexeyeff (eds) Gender on the edge: Transgender, gay, and other Pacific Islanders (University of Hawai‘i Press, Hawai‘i, 2014).
65 Mahu, Vakasalewalewa, Palopa, Fa’afafine, Akava’ine, Fakaleiti (Leiti), Fakafifine.
66 Brown-Acton (2011) Presentation at the 2nd Asia Pacific Outgames.
People of Pacific cultural gendered identities also played significant supporting roles in village, community, church and educational life. Quite often, the punake or musicians, choir conductors or poets would be fa’aafafine or leiti, while others would be responsible for garland weaving, cooking and tapa making.

The influence of missionaries and their teachings since the 1800s has shifted Pacific worldviews of gender away from fluidity and pansexuality towards condemnation. In Aotearoa New Zealand, as social acceptance and celebration of both gender identities and sexual orientations increased in the mainstream, Pacific communities, especially those involved in churches, condemned the social attitudes, and the people being accepted and celebrated. At the same time, the voices of Pacific people who identified with the unique genders of Pacific cultures were silenced due to misrepresentation as well as suppression by community and church leaders.

Religious belief is a powerful influence that can be weaponised to discriminate. Some interpretations of the Christian religion can further marginalise minorities within the community. Pacific gender and sexuality diverse peoples are one example of this. Compared to heterosexual people, these communities generally experience higher rates of bullying, victimisation, suicide, verbal assault, depression, tobacco smoking, alcohol use and other drug dependence, all of which are barriers to career advancement and can lead to workplace discrimination. This discrimination is often perpetrated and reinforced by family members and church communities. There is a culturally-ingrained paradigm that being sexually diverse or being physically or mentally disabled is a curse, or the consequence of wrongdoing by parents, grandparents or ancestors. There is a growing number of Pacific peoples now challenging these prejudicial interpretations of religion and culture.

In its most recent recommendations, the Committee for the Rights of the Child recommended that the New Zealand government take affirmative action in support of gay, lesbian, bisexual transgender and intersex children, including Pacific children.

Older Pacific people

Older people in Pacific families and communities are known as elders, or matua. These terms recognise the contributions of their wisdom and knowledge to the family and community, as well as the care they offer small children. Often, the welfare of elders and matua is a matter for the extended family, and care takes place within that context.

According to the 2018 Census, 10.6 percent of the Pacific population, or 40,454 people, are aged over 65. Due to historically low numbers of Pacific elders, and the focus of the family environment, little is known about Pacific peoples’ experiences of retirement income and transitioning from work.

In 2018, the Health Research Council awarded a research fund to a project which will investigate the health and wellbeing of Pacific matua. It will seek to understand the impacts of migration, housing issues, work and living arrangements on matua wellbeing and family care.

---

69 Including Tongan leiti, Fijian vakasalewalewa, Tahitian mahu, PNG palopa, Samoan fa’aafafine, Cook Islands akava’ine, and Niuean fakafefine.
70 Brown-Acton (2011) Presentation at the 2nd Asia Pacific Outgames.
72 Committee on the Rights of the Child Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of New Zealand 2016 CRC/C/NZL/CO/5.
Wellbeing

Wellbeing is a topic that Pacific peoples know well. Pacific cultural values and the traditions they drive are centred around the maintenance of relationships for the improvement of wellbeing across families and communities. This section of the report focuses on matters of economic and social wellbeing, informed by Pacific community feedback to Commission fono and relevant government data.

Adequate standard of living

The right to an adequate standard of living is recognised in article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). The right is defined as: The right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for themselves and their family, including adequate food, clothing, housing and continuous improvement in living conditions. An adequate standard of living is essential in order to achieve other economic, social, cultural and political rights, such as the rights to health and education.

Recent research indicates that working households with at least one adult of Pacific ethnicity experience the highest poverty rates (at 9.5 percent) compared with New Zealand European households (at 5.9 percent). The research also found that the mean number of individuals in these working households was significantly higher for Pacific peoples compared to other ethnicities, suggesting that the household income may be stretched to support a larger number of household members.

In February 2018, Treasury established its Living Standards Framework which identified twelve dimensions that will be used to measure the standard of life for Aotearoa New Zealand’s population. The Wellbeing Framework included indicators identified by Pacific stakeholders which were family resilience, connectedness and belonging, religious centrality and embeddedness, and cultural recognition.

Pacific communities have told us that wealth creation is better seen as developing cultural and social resources for future generations. Traditionally, work generated income that was spread across extended families and often spread between Aotearoa New Zealand and the Pacific Islands. For some, business ventures are born out of the desire to provide a service to their communities.

In 2018, Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand had the lowest net worth of all ethnic groups. The net worth of Pacific peoples is an average of 80 percent less than the national average in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Statistics New Zealand net worth data highlights that Pacific peoples’ individual net worth is lower than that of other groups due to; lower equity held in owner-occupier homes; a lower number of households who own their own home; lower amounts in savings and on term-deposit; and lower balances in Kiwisaver and other managed funds. Limited wealth results in less ability to manage unexpected financial setbacks such as the loss of job, illness, family breakdown, or emergencies and vulnerable to hardship and poverty.

---

74 In-work poverty refers to a household that has one or more working members yet are still living in poverty. Alexander Plum, Gail Pacheco and Rod Hick, In-work Poverty in New Zealand, 2019 (New Zealand Work Research Institute, Auckland, 2019) at Table 5.
75 Ibid.
The CEDAW Committee recommend that the New Zealand government monitor levels of pay in industries where Pacific women were concentrated. In addition, the Committee for the Rights of the Child recommended that disparities in minimum standards of living for Pacific families be addressed.82

**Business**

Growing and developing businesses has been long understood by Pacific peoples as a way to build family and community asset bases, while providing products and services delivered in ways that understand what Pacific customers want. Due to the lack of ethnic data collected through company registrations or company tax returns, a clear number of Pacific companies does not exist.

The Pacific Business Trust (PBT) was established (as the Pacific Islands Business Development Trust) in 1985 to deliver business development seminars and courses to people from Pacific communities. Since 1985, the PBT has received government funding for its services.83 The PBT also acted as a funding provider, offering business start-up or development loans of up to $100,000.84 However, according to its 2008 annual reports, the PBT had ceased lending money to small Pacific businesses.

Pasefika Proud and the New Zealand Institute for Economic Research surveyed 252 Pacific small business owners, and found that 57 percent of business owners were self-employed, and a further 24 percent had between one and five employees.85

Through its consultations in communities, the Commission notes that business owners and potential business owners are lacking access to capital for start-ups and working capital to improve cashflow while businesses become established. The Commission acknowledges that government and commercial sector procurement practices are not supporting Pacific businesses to have equitable access to markets and opportunities. However, the Commission also welcomes the Government's recent announcement in September 2020, that it has agreed to change the procurement rules so that 138 departments and agencies must consider how they can create quality jobs, particularly for displaced workers and traditionally disadvantaged groups such as Māori, Pacific, disabled and women, in the procurement process.85

---


Low Pay

Pacific workers earn the lowest wages in Aotearoa New Zealand. As further explained in the predatory section later, those low wages have a material impact on not only household management, but also making contributions to wider family and community wellbeing. In 2019 the gap between the average hourly earnings of a Pacific worker and a New Zealand European worker was $7.48, or 23%. The following graph shows the difference in hourly earnings between European, Māori and Pacific workers in 2018.

![Average hourly earnings by ethnicity and age group](image)

**Figure 8: Average hourly earnings**

A recent report by the Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) acknowledged that Pacific workers experience reduced access to secure and stable employment, low paid occupations, and discriminatory workplace practices in recruitment, pay, retention and progression. Participants in the Commission fono in 2018 and 2019 agreed with the issues in the MBIE report. They described how the cumulative effect of these practices and experiences led to a serious reduction in their ability to fulfil their roles as contributors to family and community wellbeing.

Participants explained that in practical terms the industrial practices described above caused the following difficulties:

- Securing tier-one or “prime” finance (such as bank mortgages to buy family homes)
- Securing lending products at prime interest rates/terms
- Ability to fulfil finance agreements to full term – impacting credit reporting scores
- Creating savings funds
- Investing in managed funds, shares, property or other investment vehicles

The Living Wage Movement in Aotearoa New Zealand has received support from Pacific peoples. A living wage is calculated to enable workers to live with dignity, provide workers with life’s basic necessities.

---

86 Statistics New Zealand, 2019, Dataset: Earnings from main wage and salary job by industry (ANZSIC 2006), sex, age groups, and ethnic groups accessed from: http://nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx?_ga=2.159576255.341765299.1591926861-15918882.1591926861#

and to participate as active citizens in society. For many workers in Aotearoa New Zealand, the minimum wage is simply not enough to provide for these basic needs. Whereas the current minimum wage is $18.90/hour, Living Wage Movement Aotearoa New Zealand has calculated the current living wage to be $22.10/hour.\(^{88}\) Making the minimum wage a living wage would help people earning the least to have a decent standard of living, better support their families and to fully participate in society.

**Gender and Ethnic Pay Gaps**

In addition to the gap between Pacific wage earners and others in the labour market, there is also a significant gap between male and female workers. The gender pay gap between men and women in Aotearoa New Zealand is at 9.4 percent and is forecast to reach a gender pay gap of zero within 40 years.\(^{89}\) The biggest gender and ethnic pay gap in Aotearoa New Zealand is between European men and Pacific women at 27 percent. The pay gap between Pacific men and European men is 22 percent.\(^{90}\) At the current rate of progress, it will take Pacific women 120 years and Pacific men 100 years to reach pay equity with European men.\(^{91}\)

There is no data reporting the extent of disadvantage that Pacific disabled persons and Pacific SOGIESC people experience, but anecdotal evidence suggests that individual experiences of discrimination and unfair treatment because of their identity or ability are many.\(^{92}\)

**Predatory Lending**

As a result of low wages lack of access to mainstream lending and equity options, a market has emerged of high-cost cash loans and proprietary credit for purchasing facilities. This market has been an entrenched part of Pacific peoples’ engagement with Aotearoa New Zealand’s retail and finance economy since the 1970s. A regular feature of Pacific language newspapers between the 1980s and 2000s were the pages of names and photos of people who had either defaulted on loans or were behind in payments to Pacific cash-loan and payday lenders.\(^{93}\)

Participants at Auckland fono held in 2019 talked about being vulnerable to third tier lenders, including “mobile truck lenders” that target suburbs where Pacific peoples live. The mobile lending industry is characterised by large trucks that drive around suburbs where lower-income and less mobile people live. The trucks main business is from sale of goods on weekly-payment credit agreements.\(^{94}\) Fono participants explained that the trucks sold overpriced, household basic goods, such as food and children’s clothing, with exceedingly high interest rates.\(^{95},^{96}\) The presence of high-interest credit agreements for food and children’s clothing is a stark indicator of the gap between Pacific workers’ wages and the cost of supporting extended family and kinship networks.

Such agreements, including sales from truck shops, are governed by the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act. This legislation was updated in 2019 to include the following protections for consumers:

---


\(^{89}\) Tracking Equality at Work Report, 2018.

\(^{90}\) Ibid.

\(^{91}\) Ibid.


\(^{94}\) Feedback from Pacific People’s Human Rights fono held on Monday March 26th at Mangere Arts Centre and Tuesday March 27th 2018 at Potters Park Events Centre.


\(^{96}\) Feedback from Pacific People’s Human Rights fono held on Monday March 26th at Mangere Arts Centre and Tuesday March 27th 2018 at Potters Park Events Centre.
Fono participants explained that a mix of low incomes and access to lending culminated in financial hardship. They noted that due to their obligations to extended-family networks and community groups, they lacked ready access to capital from their wages, therefore required lending. Compounding this, their low levels of wages make them higher risk to mainstream lending institutions, leaving them exposed to high-cost and predator lenders. In turn, further compounding the financial stress, the higher repayments on the loans for the obligations reduce Pacific borrowers’ ability to meet daily household expenses which then necessitate the need for new high-cost lending from such providers.

Employment

Pacific workers are predominantly employed in the manufacturing, wholesale and retail and healthcare sectors. Pacific workers are prevalent in low-paying industries and under-represented in higher skilled industries (such as public administration and professional, scientific and technical services) and higher income industries (such as the financial and insurance sector).

People from Pacific communities have told us about workplace and labour practices that inhibited their access to decent work and an adequate standard of living. They were often passed over for promotion and not considered or identified as employees that could advance further in the workplace. In addition, they were vulnerable to both unemployment and under-employment, which further impacted their ability to manage financially.

The right to work is affirmed in the ICESCR. Article 6.1 provides that States Parties “recognise the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts and will take appropriate steps to safeguard this right.” Article 2.2 provides that this right must be exercised without discrimination.

Communities are concerned that there isn’t sufficient available information about workers’ rights and protections.


We are also aware of workers’ experiences of exploitation, through employers’ threats of deportation and misrepresentation of regulations and worker entitlements. Communities have also shared their experiences of unemployment and under-employment with the Commission. Pacific communities in New Zealand have significant experience with unemployment after the early waves of industrial closures resulting from international market change from the 1970s, economic reforms of the 1980s and the post-1987-stockmarket-crash recessions of the early 1990s. Under-employment is recognised as either insufficient work from one job to take care of household financial responsibilities, or as working few hours but wanting to do more. Fono participants highlighted that both unemployment and under-employment makes caring for families and wealth accumulation a considerable challenge.

At the time of writing this Talanoa paper, the full impact of COVID-19 on the economy and labour market was not yet known. Since 2017, the unemployment rate of Pacific peoples has dropped beneath ten percent, which reversed a trend set in the late 1980s. Today the main concentrated groups of Pacific people who are unemployed are:

- Pacific Men aged 15-24 – 24.2 percent
- Pacific Women aged 15-24 – 20 percent

Pacific peoples make considerable contributions to Aotearoa New Zealand’s economy through their participation in the workforce and there is a potential for an even greater contribution in the future.

---

100 Community Feedback at Preventing Pacific Worker Exploitation in New Zealand fono, 22 May 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution to GDP Type</th>
<th>$ (billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Contribution</strong></td>
<td><strong>21.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 11: The fiscal contribution to GDP made by Pacific Peoples

FIGURE 10: Unemployment and under-utilisation rate, Pacific and European people in Aotearoa New Zealand

---

The Treasury's report also acknowledged the unquantified but significant economic contribution made in unpaid labour. This uncounted labour predominantly falls to Pacific women, older children and youth in homes and community organisations. Economically, this unpaid labour is the unseen force that amplifies the economic resilience of Pacific communities.

However, this contribution is absent from evidence bases, monitoring and review mechanisms that inform the development of policies and laws and which, if it was, could improve the lives of Pacific peoples. In addition, the counted and uncounted economic contribution of Pacific peoples to Aotearoa New Zealand would be significantly higher if their rate of accession to higher income positions was equal to those among other ethnic groups. The Pacific population is projected to make up an increasing proportion of Aotearoa New Zealand's future workforce, especially in Auckland.

There is great potential for upskilling, training and future employment within the health, science, technology and engineering industries. Pacific families have significant challenges in achieving adequate standards of living, relating to access to consistent employment, freedom from discrimination at work, low wages and lack of access to business finance.

In considering employment, it is also prudent to consider government protections for those who have lost their source of income or are unable to work. In 2018 the Government convened the Welfare Expert Advisory Group to review the welfare system in Aotearoa New Zealand. In its 2019 report, the Welfare Expert Advisory Group found that the welfare system was no longer fit for purpose and needs fundamental changes. Several of the Group’s recommendations were specific to Pacific peoples, including directing the Ministry of Social Development to commit to building its cultural responsiveness to Pacific people, to achieve equitable outcomes for Pacific people engaging with the welfare system.

“It should be remembered that the GDP measure of ‘value’ is a narrow measure indeed. The Treasury Living Standards framework reinforces the notion that the concept of contribution to an economy should embrace broader measures – including, for example, voluntary work, cultural capital, spiritual wellbeing, and intergenerational considerations.” (Treasury, 2018)

Pacific peoples do up to 30 hours of unpaid work per week according to a Treasury report. Photo courtesy of RNZ Pacific.

Housing

The right to adequate housing is enshrined in the International Covenant on Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Participants of the fono stated that rents were too high, especially in Auckland. In turn, this affects their ability to find adequate accommodation, with many having to live in overcrowded and sub-standard conditions, often under insecure tenancies. With the cost of rent being a major issue, the idea of home ownership itself was a goal viewed as out of reach for most participants.

A report by Statistics New Zealand estimated that between 1986 and 2013, the percentage of Pacific people who lived in an owner-occupied dwelling had fallen from 50.8 percent to 33.1 percent. Ministry of Social Development data showed at March 2020, 2210 Pacific peoples were on the social housing register.

Significant research has been done to understand the issues that Pacific peoples face regarding access to stable, healthy, affordable and appropriate housing. The following infographic draws out the key statistics from reports by MBIE, Auckland Council and the Welfare Expert Advisory Group.

In its 2018 report, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights reported its ongoing concern for Pacific peoples and the risk of experiencing severe housing deprivation, including overcrowding. It recommended that the New Zealand government:

“Step up its efforts to increase the availability of quality affordable housing, paying particular attention to low-income, Māori and Pasifika families, persons with disabilities and older persons, and allocate the necessary resources for the effective implementation of the KiwiBuild programme.”

In February 2020, the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing undertook a visit to Aotearoa New Zealand to explore the challenges and opportunities in realising and protecting the human right to adequate housing. Her End of Mission Statement noted that Māori, Pacific peoples and other ethnic communities, persons with disabilities, single-parents (particularly single mothers), youth and children, and those living in poverty were among the groups experiencing the housing crisis most acutely. The Special Rapporteur also highlighted that the 2013 census provided a staggering picture, that 32 percent of homeless were Māori and 29 percent were Pacific peoples. She also noted that Pacific peoples, along with other minorities, experienced racial discrimination in the rental market, making access to private rental accommodation very difficult. While her End of Mission Statement did not make any recommendations specific to Pacific peoples, the recommendations generally highlight the need for the government to adopt a rights-based approach to housing to address the crisis.

---

109 End of Mission Statement, Visit of the Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing to New Zealand, 19 February 2020.
Health

The right to health includes complete physical, mental and social wellbeing, as well as absence of disease and infirmity. It includes access to both timely and appropriate healthcare as well as the underlying social and economic factors that affect health, such as conditions of work and adequate food and shelter. The right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health is set out in article 12 of the ICESCR and is referred to in a number of international treaties.¹¹⁰

Areas of improvement towards equitable outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Pacific peoples</th>
<th>Total NZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Pacific infants who are enrolled with a general practice by three months of age</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunisation coverage at eight months of age</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 12: ‘Ala Mo’ui indicators which suggest positive results for Pacific Peoples as compared to the total New Zealand population, as at 31 March 2017

Areas of further improvement needed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Pacific peoples</th>
<th>Total NZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of infants exclusively or fully breastfed at three months of age</td>
<td>46.0%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of children aged 2 to 14 years interviewed in the NZ Health Survey who were obese</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of children (dental) caries free at age five</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of decayed, missing or filled teeth (DMFT) per child in school year eight</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 13: ‘Ala Mo’ui indicators which suggest unequitable health outcomes for Pacific Peoples as compared to the total New Zealand population, as at 31 March 2017

Child Health

Structural and economic inequities have historically impacted on the health of many Pacific children. In its 2018 review of Pacific child indicators, the Ministry of Health noted that while there were some improvements in access to enrolment in GP services and full immunisation status at eight months of age, other health indicators demonstrated Pacific children still required additional support and investment to reach equity in health outcomes.¹¹¹


The other significant health indicator where marginal improvement has occurred, but inequity still exists, is the rate of avoidable hospitalisations among Pacific children before the age of four. Most commonly, children are hospitalised for serious skin infections, gastroenteritis and for respiratory conditions. Pacific children have the highest rates of hospitalisations when expressed as a percentage of population. In some District Health Boards, Pacific children, while not being the largest population, have the highest rates of hospitalisation.

**FIGURE 14:** Ambulatory sensitive hospitalisation rate of Pacific, Māori and Other children - 2015 to 2019

Adult Health

Pacific adults face significant health challenges which impact their abilities to serve communities. One in every four Pacific adults is a smoker, and nine percent of Pacific adults have been diagnosed with diabetes. Pacific peoples carry a higher burden of mental health issues and are two times more likely to suffer from anxiety or depression than other New Zealanders. Pacific adults are less likely to drink than adults of other ethnic groups in Aotearoa New Zealand, but those who do are more likely to be hazardous drinkers.

Education

Attaining educational qualifications is commonly regarded among Pacific families as one of the most important drivers of intergenerational connection and commitment. Pacific stories of migration, from outer island to mainland and onto Aotearoa New Zealand, have included discourses about seeking educational opportunities. Seeking educational opportunity is based around the continuation of service ethics in Pacific cultures. Family and community leaders instil the idea that as the world grows in sophistication, formal and informal education play roles in supporting an individual’s service to the family and community.

Early Childhood Education

Since the year 2000, the number of Pacific children enrolled in licenced Early Childhood Education (ECE) services has nearly doubled, from 7834 in 2000 to 15890 in 2019. The Ministry of Education data does not count the numbers of children enrolled in Pacific language ECE services specifically, but data did highlight that in 2019, 153 children were enrolled in Pacific Island Early Childhood Groups, and a further 17 percent, 2701 children, were enrolled in a home-based service.

Qualification Attainment

In the past decade, significant effort has been made to improve the qualifications attainment rates of Pacific students. The following data demonstrates the attainment rates of Pacific students compared to European students at the main school-based qualifications, NCEA Level 1, NCEA Level 2, NCEA Level 3 and University Entrance.

---


118 A Hazardous Drinker is defined according to the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT), developed by the World Health Organisation. The AUDIT is a 10-item questionnaire covering alcohol consumption, alcohol-related problems, and abnormal drinking behaviour. Each question is scored from zero to four, so the questionnaire has a maximum score of 40. An AUDIT score of eight or more is defined as potentially hazardous drinking.


120 Tu’itahi, 2005, Langa Fonua: in search of success: how a Tongan kainga strived to be socially and economically successful in New Zealand, Massey University.


122 ibid.


FIGURE 15: NCEA Level 1 attainment rate 2010 to 2019

FIGURE 16: NCEA Level 2 attainment rate 2010 to 2019

FIGURE 17: NCEA Level 3 attainment rate 2010 to 2019
The data demonstrates that while near parity in attainment rate is close for students seeking their NCEA Level 1 and 2 qualifications, improvement is needed to achieve the same parity in Level 3 and University Entrance qualifications.

FIGURE 18: University Entrance attainment rate 2010 to 2019

FIGURE 19: Students' achievement of NCEA in 2019, Pacific Peoples and European
Articles 28 and 29 of the CRC focus on a child’s right to quality education. Some of the key elements of the right to education include:

- Entitlement to free and compulsory primary education
- Availability of different forms of secondary education
- Access to higher education on non-discriminatory terms
- Education directed to develop individuals to their fullest potential and to prepare them for responsible life in a free society, including development of respect for others and for human rights
- Availability of accessible educational and vocational information
- Measures developed by the State to ensure full participation in education

Some Pacific children and young people who engaged in the Office of the Children's Commissioner report *What Makes a Good Life?* noted a range of factors that affected their wellbeing with regards to education. Some participants identified financial stress as a barrier to a better life for them and their family. The cost of tuition, uniforms and transport to and from school, which in turn may affect parents’ decisions as to their choice of school, were shared as examples of financial worries.

Some Pacific children and young people also talked about their experiences of racism at school including negative stereotyping and people having a lack of understanding of Pacific culture. This indicated a lack of cultural competency among schools and teachers. Recognition of Pacific cultures in the education system could be improved to give effect to the realisation of the right to education for Pacific children and young people.

**Cultural Wellbeing**

Cultural rights are human rights. The ICESCR recognises the right of everyone to take part in cultural life which is inherently linked to the rights of minorities to enjoy their own culture under the ICCPR. UNESCO defines culture as “the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features of society or a social group, that encompasses, not only art and literature, but lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs.” In Aotearoa New Zealand, maintenance of language has been seen as the main pathway for communities to uphold cultural wellbeing along with other forms of expression such as song, dance and custom.

**Language**

Pacific communities prize their heritage languages as connections to identity, culture and the homelands. As explained at the start of this Talanoa paper, the Pacific identity is a complex interaction between the self, others, the environment, histories and spiritual dimensions. While service to others is one of the primary mechanisms through which Pacific people access their identities and take part in these interactions, language is the other main mechanism due to expressions of cultural knowledge being made primarily in the heritage languages of the Pacific.

37.8 percent of Pacific peoples can speak two languages or more. *Photo courtesy of Le Va.*

---

125 Article 15(1)(a).
126 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 27.
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language.
Participants in Commission fono were deeply concerned about the loss of Pacific languages and cultures in Aotearoa New Zealand especially among Niue, Tokelau and the Cook Islands, whose majority populations all live in Aotearoa New Zealand, and overwhelmingly speak English.

In 2013, 43 percent of Pacific peoples spoke two languages or more. Samoan was the third most spoken language, and Tongan the tenth most spoken language.\(^{128}\) In 2018, the number of Pacific peoples that spoke two languages or more fell to 37.8 percent, and while Samoan remained the third most spoken language, Tongan became the 14th most spoken language in Aotearoa New Zealand.\(^{129}\)

Recent research revealed a fear among Pacific peoples that the ancestral languages could disappear within two to three generations.\(^{130}\) It noted that at every census, the ability of New Zealand-born Pacific peoples to speak ancestral languages significantly reduces. The Tuvalu New Zealand-born population has the highest proficiency in their ancestral language more than any other ethnic group, but this proficiency too is shown to decrease as time goes on.\(^{131}\)

The Superdiversity Stocktake (2015) strongly recommended that the New Zealand Government establish a National Language Policy. The recommendation highlighted a number of issues: the importance of status, support and protection for languages and cultures; the reduction of impediments to civic engagement and accessing public services: the need to improve student achievement in school; better career opportunities for young people; and all-round enhanced social harmony and cohesion.\(^{132}\)

The Ministry for Pacific peoples has outlined a clear vision for flourishing Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand grounded in language, culture and identity captured in the following goals:\(^{133}\)

- **Goal One** - Thriving Pacific languages, cultures and identities
- **Goal Two** - Prosperous Pacific communities
- **Goal Three** - Resilient and healthy Pacific peoples
- **Goal Four** - Confident, thriving & resilient Pacific young people

---


Realising human rights for Pacific peoples

This Talanoa paper has explored human rights issues informed by existing international frameworks, government programmes and, most importantly, insights and information from Pacific community groups and organisations. The Commission is concerned that the existing and enduring values of service, trust and reciprocity in Pacific cultures is not paralleled in New Zealand economic, commercial, industrial and regulatory settings, leading to human rights issues.

The rights of Pacific peoples are highlighted by the United Nations human rights monitoring bodies. At the same time, Aotearoa New Zealand’s human rights framework contains ample space to make concerted effort in addressing the human rights issues faced by Pacific peoples in the areas of employment, income, discrimination, and women’s and children’s rights.

The ICESCR which protects rights such as to housing, food, and work, requires countries to “undertake steps ... to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization” of the rights. The reference to “resource availability” reflects a recognition that the realisation of these rights can be hampered by a lack of resources and can be achieved only over a period of time. However, Aotearoa New Zealand does have an immediate obligation to take steps towards realising these rights, irrespective of resources. The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights have stated that the immediate obligations for the realisation of these rights include ensuring that the rights will be exercised without discrimination, ensuring that the steps taken towards the realisation of these rights are deliberate, concrete and targeted as clearly as possible towards meeting these rights, avoiding retrogressive measures, and providing international assistance and cooperation.\(^{134}\)

The New Zealand government holds the power to address these human rights that it has committed to upholding under domestic and international human rights law in future policies and regulations.

The Commission’s overarching recommendation arising from this report is that the government, its agencies and its main decision-makers engage Pacific communities in dialogue that places their concerns at the heart of activities to address human rights issues.

In addition, we note that the first aspect of this dialogue focus on developing a framework for human rights that encompasses the strengths of Pacific people communities in activities to address human rights issues. The main strengths we see as the starting point for a framework include cultural, gender and social diversity, cultures where relationships are prized, as are languages and connections to the environment.

---

\(^{134}\) UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights General Comment 3: The Nature of States Parties’ Obligations 1990. These comments on the requirements of progressive realisation have since been repeated in the Committee’s other General Comments on specific rights under the ICESCR.
Recommendations arising from this Talanoa Paper

This Talanoa paper is the first time the Commission has explored the relationship between Pacific peoples and human rights, as defined in domestic and international laws and policies. In the traditions of Pacific Island villages, the idea of “human rights” were matters that were addressed by the servanthood of leaders and the collectivist modus operandi of village and family life. In the traditional way, family members had specific roles and responsibilities and families had roles and responsibilities. The purpose of these collective roles was to fulfil the responsibility to act in the best interest of the family and community, and to ensure that no-one was left out.

Equality in dignity and rights

• Strengthen current social sector policy strategies aimed at reducing disparities and discrimination experienced by Pacific people in Aotearoa New Zealand. This includes explicit reference to the influence and impact of racial discrimination upon Pacific people working within the public sector and those that interact with the public sector.

• Ensure the Government's National Action Plan Against Racism includes targeted strategies to reduce racism and the effects of racial discrimination upon Pacific people.

• Measure unpaid service as an essential contributor to the maintenance of individual, household and community wellbeing and development.

• Ensure the welfare system enables a secure and dignified life for all, including Pacific peoples.

The natural environment

• Engage with, listen to and incorporate the human rights and environmental concerns of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand, including diaspora, for Pacific communities in Aotearoa New Zealand and throughout the Pacific.

• Implement and adequately resource the all-of-government climate change strategy and ensure this is informed by human rights principles, obligations and engagement with Pacific peoples.

• Strengthen commitments towards mitigating the impact of climate change on our Pacific Island neighbour states and dependent territories through the provision of aid and development support, including support to comply with the Sustainable Development Goals and international standards of development funding.

The rights of women

• Strengthen efforts to combat domestic and all forms of gender-based violence, including sexual violence, particularly in relation to Pacific peoples.

• Incorporate Pacific peoples’ voices in the development of a victim-centric national strategy to eliminate all forms of family violence, intimate partner violence, and gender-based violence.

• Establish Pacific-specific resources for women and their children seeking to escape violence. This includes creating women’s refuges that are targeted towards Pacific peoples, increasing awareness of rights and resources with Pacific communities throughout the country.

• Develop safer victim-centred processes for use by the police, and the justice, health, and employment sectors, as well as therapeutic support for survivors and offenders.

• Resource and ensure long-term commitment to the ongoing development of Pacific-led approaches, such as Pasefika Proud, to underpin policies that address violence towards Pacific women.

The Rights of Children and Young People, including those in care

• Ensure that Pacific children and young people are supported to express their views in matters that affect them and that these views are incorporated into the government’s sixth periodic review of the Children’s Convention.
• Continue ongoing efforts to reduce all forms of inequalities and discrimination of Pacific children and young people.

• Work towards the elimination of child poverty in Aotearoa New Zealand, measured against the indicators provided under the Child Poverty Reduction Act 2018.

• Implement the recommendations made by the 2019 Welfare Expert Advisory Group report.

Pacific disabled people

• Evaluate the review of funded family care for insights about the system’s responsiveness to Pacific peoples as carers and as people receiving care.

• Address the barriers Pacific disabled people and their carers face in accessing funding and other resources.

• Develop increased Pacific capabilities among Needs Assessment and Service Coordination services (NASCs).

• Support and resource the further development of an autonomous Pacific disabled peoples-led organisation, through which Pacific disabled peoples’ voices can be formally included in all disability-related policy and legislative development, and in the co-design of an extended range and choice of support options.

• Collect disaggregated data articulating the experiences of Pacific disabled people.

Pacific Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression, and Sexual Characteristics (SOGIESC) and gender diverse people

• Develop a framework of Pacific SOGIESC and Pacific MVPFAFF human rights issues in Aotearoa New Zealand.

• Amend section 21(1)(a) of the Human Rights Act 1993 to include gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics as specific prohibited grounds of discrimination.

• Develop and implement, in consultation with Pacific SOGIESC-diverse people, a comprehensive plan to collect sexual orientation, gender identity and sex characteristics data in population and household surveys.

• Develop definitions, classifications, data standards, and data collection guidelines reflective of SOGIESC-diverse groups in accordance with this plan.

• Establish monitoring frameworks to track discrimination against people who identify with Pacific MVPFAFF genders

Adequate standard of living

• While the Pacific Business Trust (PBT) exists to ensure better access and support for Pacific peoples to start a business and to access to business development capital, we would like to see some targets set for the number of Pacific businesses being engaged by PBT. Additionally, we would like to seek assurance that funding being given to PBT is being proportionately dispersed to businesses rather than the organisation itself.

• Ensure all government agencies are aware of Rule 17 of the Government Procurement Rules, which requires agencies to consider creating greater access to Pacific businesses. Where possible agencies should: (a) demonstrate how they have improved conditions for Pacific businesses to access procurement opportunities; (b) for Pacific targeted projects, procurement criteria should be adequately weighted for Pacific owned businesses.

• Ensure government agencies including MBIE and Government Procurement hires Pacific capacity to support agencies with ensuring Pacific capability within their procurement processes.

• Ensure ongoing attention to address predatory lending practices.

• Increase social protection for the disabled, the elderly and those living with mental health challenges, including those caring for dependents at home and in their communities to ensure they live a life of dignity and enable participation in their communities.

• Make the minimum wage a living wage in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Employment

• Increase the provision of free early childhood education to help carers engage more in paid work and education.
• Close ethnic and gender pay gaps via collaboration between the state sector, big business and unions on policies, programmes and targets.

• Increase the number of Pacific people in leadership hierarchies, advisory groups and local boards.

• Require pay scales to be made public in all job advertisements, transparent career progression (including training, scholarships), fair pay, and user-friendly processes for pay equity claims.

• Introduce procurement policies with targets to ensure jobs for Pacific women, disabled, youth, 55 years+ workers, including contracts for Pacific owned businesses.

• Review the mobility of Pacific workers and the barriers placed by employers and Human Resources industry attitudes and practices.

• Take action to address the pay gap, discrimination and working conditions Pacific peoples experience in employment, including the introduction of pay transparency mechanisms to end pay secrecy.

• Address issues relating to bullying and sexual harassment of Pacific peoples in the workplace.

• Address issues relating to the exploitation of Pacific peoples in the workforce, including creating safeguards against threats of deportation.

**Housing**

• Ensure that Pacific peoples have equal access to adequate housing, which is warm, dry, safe, secure, accessible and affordable. This includes developing a human rights housing guideline to help landlords, including state housing providers, to ensure fair access, healthy, safe, affordable homes and secure tenancies.

• Monitor and review the KiwiBuild programme (and any subsequent state-sponsored housing building programmes) to ensure that it meets the cultural requirements of Pacific peoples.

• Address the overrepresentation of Pacific peoples in homelessness and facing housing crisis issues such as deprivation, overcrowding and unaffordability, including by:
  
  o Monitoring the Social Housing register to ensure Pacific people are accessing housing in a timely manner.

  o Working with housing providers to address the lack of adequate housing.

  o Financial institutions to support collective borrowing and ownership of assets by Pacific households to support more families into home ownership.

  o Monitor and, if necessary, introduce measures to address racial discrimination in the private rental market which makes access to private rental accommodation more difficult for Pacific peoples (along with other racial minorities).

**Health**

• Ensure skilled and supported home-based care for Pacific elderly and disabled.

• Build the Pacific cultural competency of the whole health workforce, including elder care, mental health, child and youth services, and disability services.

• Increase the clinical Pacific workforce for private and public health services.

• Mandatory involvement of Pacific experts and community leaders on the strategic planning of services and responses to national emergencies.

• Continue to focus on specific programmes and actions aimed at improving health outcomes for Pacific peoples, such as increasing resourcing for the Pacific Community Health Fund to support Pacific community organisations put into action their own ideas to contribute towards the achievement of better health outcomes for Pacific peoples and their communities.

• Ensure commitment to the implementation of the Pacific strategic framework, Ola Manuia: The Pacific Health and Wellbeing Action Plan 2020-2025, including adequate resourcing to achieve health and wellbeing outcomes for Pacific peoples.

• Ensure that all parts of the health and disability sector are responsible for improving Pacific health outcomes and reducing inequalities.

• Ensure adequate resourcing and access to culturally appropriate health services, including age-appropriate mental health services, with particular attention to Pacific children.
Education

• Ensure commitment to the implementation of the Action Plan for Pacific Education 2020-2030, including adequate resourcing to achieve education outcomes for Pacific peoples.
• Create an education system fit for purpose to ensure Pacific disabled children have access to inclusive education, including attending the school of their first choice and receiving the support they need to suit their individual needs.

Cultural Wellbeing

• Preserve and maintain indigenous Pacific languages through early childhood education, schools, and adult community provision including prisons.
• Address the barriers for Pacific people wishing to engage in their heritage languages.
• Protect Island-based and faith-based hubs.
• Develop repositories to increase access for people wishing to find resources to learn their heritage languages.

Right to participation

• Government to uphold its duty to ensure transparency and civic participation in the development of significant policies, ensuring that the voices of children and youth, elders, and disabled people, are engaged and reflected in national strategies and investment, particularly in relation to health, education, economic development, justice, and social services.
• Establish a Pacific informed national human rights framework to review outcomes of public policies on Pacific people.
Conclusion

Pacific communities in Aotearoa New Zealand are vibrant, young, hard-working, complex thinkers who have successfully faced generations of challenges in response to more powerful sectors of society.

In conversation with community members and groups, we saw the values of service and care, and those we spoke to wanted to ensure that the voices of others were heard alongside theirs.

It became evident that many Pacific peoples do not have an adequate standard of living, which impacts their pursuit of family and community wellbeing. They remain over-represented in areas of deprivation, including working in lower-skilled manual work, higher unemployment rates and lower income levels. Many of these problems are exacerbated by the persistence of racism and discrimination.

We see Pacific peoples as experts in identifying the challenges facing their communities, and we recognise they could be better supported to understand how human rights can be used as an advocacy lever for empowerment. There needs to be more discussion and consideration for disabled Pacific peoples, those who identify with the SOGISC community as well as women, girls and children.

The Commission is glad to make this baseline information resource available to Pacific peoples, governments, NGOs and other stakeholders working towards the advancement of Pacific peoples. The Commission envisions holding more consultation fono with Pacific peoples, to discuss this initial thinking and to inform the collaborative development and priorities of the Commission’s human rights strategy for Pacific peoples.

“This dialogue is so important! Having non-Pasifika people as part of this particular forum is valuable because 1. our voice needs to be heard and 2. Pasifika people have been trying to talk and tell our stories having them heard outside of the Pasifika communities is so important!”

Young performers at Polyfest in Auckland. Picture courtesy of Penina Momoisea for the CoconetTV

---

Appendix One – Recommendations from the United Nations human rights monitoring bodies in relation to Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand

Human Rights Committee\textsuperscript{136}

- Develop programmes for the implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 5 to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls, with particular focus on Māori and Pasifika women and girls, as well as women and girls with disabilities.
- Address the high unemployment rates among Māori and Pasifika, in particular Māori and Pasifika women and young people, among persons with disabilities and among migrants, through the adoption and effective implementation of comprehensive employment and vocational training strategies.
- Review its law enforcement policies with a view to reducing the incarceration rates and the overrepresentation of members of the Māori and Pasifika communities, particularly women and young people, at all levels of the criminal justice system, as well as reconviction and reimprisonment rates.
- Eliminate direct and indirect discrimination against Māori and Pasifika in the administration of justice, including through human rights training programmes for law enforcement officials, the judiciary and penitentiary personnel.
- Strengthen efforts to combat domestic and all forms of gender-based violence, including sexual violence, particularly in relation to Māori and Pasifika women and girls, as well as women and girls with disabilities.
- Take all appropriate measures to enhance Māori and Pasifika representation in government positions at all levels, in particular at the local council level, including through the establishment of special electoral arrangements.

Committee for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights\textsuperscript{137}

- Assess the effectiveness of measures taken to increase employment opportunities in general and for specific groups, notably Māori, Pasifika, women, persons with disabilities, and youth.
- Strengthen its efforts to combat poverty, in particular among households with dependent children, notably Māori or Pasifika children and children with disabilities.
- Step up its efforts to increase the availability of quality affordable housing, paying particular attention to low-income, Māori and Pasifika families, persons with disabilities and older persons, and allocate the necessary resources for the effective implementation of the KiwiBuild programme.
- Intensify its efforts to close the gaps in the enjoyment of the right to health by improving the health outcomes of Māori and Pasifika, in close collaboration with the groups concerned.
- Develop culturally appropriate education programmes in partnership with Māori and Pasifika and identify associated education targets, with the aims of improving the educational outcomes among Māori and Pasifika students and tackling stigma and disciplinary measures in schools.

Committee on the Rights of the Child\textsuperscript{138}

- Develop a comprehensive mechanism for data collection and an information system on all areas of the Convention. The data should be disaggregated by age, sex, disability, geographic location, ethnic origin, nationality and

\textsuperscript{136} Human Rights Committee Concluding observations on the sixth periodic report of New Zealand 2016 CCPR/C/NZL/CO/6.
\textsuperscript{138} Committee on the Rights of the Child Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of New Zealand 2016 CRC/C/NZL/CO/5.

- Taking urgent measures to address disparities in access to education, health services and a minimum standard of living by Māori and Pasifika children and their families.

- Strengthening its measures to combat negative attitudes among the public and other preventive activities against discrimination and, if necessary, taking affirmative action for the benefit of children in vulnerable situations, such as Māori and Pasifika children, children belonging to ethnic minorities, refugee children, migrant children, children with disabilities, lesbian, bisexual, gay, transgender and intersex children and children living with persons from those groups.

- Develop a comprehensive strategy to combat child abuse and neglect encompassing all children in all settings, with particular attention to Māori and Pasifika children and children with disabilities.

- Strengthen awareness-raising and education programmes, including campaigns, to prevent and combat child abuse, with the involvement of children, with particular attention to Māori and Pasifika children and children with disabilities.

- Take the necessary measures to ensure adequate access to health services to all children, including age-appropriate mental health services, with particular attention to Māori and Pasifika children.

- Take immediate action to reduce the prevalence of preventable and infectious diseases, including by improving housing conditions, especially for Māori, Pasifika and children living in poverty.

- Ensure that the special vulnerabilities and needs of children, and their views, are taken into account in developing policies or programmes addressing the issues of climate change and disaster risk management, with special attention to groups of children most likely to be affected by climate change, including Māori and Pasifika children and children living in low-income settings.

- Introduce a systemic approach to addressing child poverty, in particular Māori and Pasifika children, including establishing a national definition of poverty.

- Take measures to end the overrepresentation of children with disabilities, Māori and Pasifika children in disciplinary processes, including by providing adequate social and psychosocial support to children and only use the disciplinary measure of permanent or temporary exclusion as a means of last resort.

- Take the measures necessary to ensure that children from low socioeconomic backgrounds, Māori and Pasifika children have effective access to early childhood care and education.

- Invest in the availability and quality of early childhood care and education ensuring that, at a minimum, is free for children from low socioeconomic backgrounds, and that care personnel are adequately trained, including on Māori and Pasifika cultures.

- Develop a comprehensive, cross-sectorial strategy for the full enjoyment of the rights of Māori and Pasifika children, in close cooperation with them and their communities.

- Strengthen its efforts to address the overrepresentation of Māori and Pasifika children and young people in the juvenile justice system, including by improving the police’s cultural capability and by investigating allegations of racial biases.

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women

- Address the working conditions of Māori and Pasifika women, women with disabilities and young women in all areas of employment including through data collection and analysis.

- Take measures to reduce poverty and improve the economic empowerment of women, in particular women living in rural areas, Māori, Pasifika, Asian, immigrant, migrant and refugee women and women with disabilities.

---

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women Concluding observations on the eighth periodic report of New Zealand 2018 CEDAW/C/NZL/CO/8,
Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

- Party take robust measures to increase the representation of Māori, Pasifika and other minority groups as decision makers, including as prosecutors and judges, at all levels of the criminal justice system.

- Increase the provision and accessibility of primary health-care services to Māori and Pasifika communities and ensure they are equally represented and empowered in decision-making processes concerning health and disability policy planning and in-service delivery and evaluation.

- Reduce overall hospitalizations for medical conditions with a social gradient and reduce disparities in both hospitalization and mortality rates, particularly among Māori and Pasifika children.

- Set targets to increase representation of Māori, Pasifika and other minorities in corporate governance and senior management in the public sector, and to provide data on Māori, Pasifika and other minorities currently employed in the public sector with regard to distribution at job and managerial levels.

- Take effective steps to reduce the number of Māori and Pasifika children in State care.

- To provide in its next periodic report information on measures taken to improve the educational outcomes of Māori and Pasifika students.

Universal Periodic Review (2018)

New Zealand supported the following recommendations:

- Improve anti-discrimination legislation for ensuring protection of the rights of the ethnic minorities, including Māori and Pasifika communities (Islamic Republic of Iran).

- Increase employment opportunities for marginalized groups, and notably Māori, Pasifika, women and persons with disabilities (Hungary).

- Continue to strengthen efforts to combat domestic and all forms of gender-based violence, including sexual violence, particularly in relation to Māori and Pasifika women and girls, as well as women and girls with disabilities (Iceland).

- Continue to ensure justice and social protection for domestic violence against vulnerable groups, particularly women from indigenous and Pacific peoples (Myanmar).

- Continue its ongoing efforts to reduce all forms of inequalities and discrimination among children, for Māori and Pasifika children in particular (Maldives).

- Work to combat discrimination against vulnerable children, including Māori and Pasifika children, children belonging to ethnic minorities, refugee and migrant children and children with disabilities (Syrian Arab Republic).

- Take all appropriate measures to enhance Māori and Pasifika representation in government positions at all levels, in particular at the local council level, including through the establishment of special electoral arrangements (Pakistan).

- Provide Māori and Pasifika with adequate access to education and the labour market (Russian Federation).

- Continue to focus on specific programmes and actions aimed at improving health and education outcomes for Māori and Pacific communities (Sri Lanka).

- Strengthen measures aimed at ensuring equality for all citizens, especially those of indigenous people of Māori and Pasifika, and ensuring their full rights within the legal system and in the labour, health and education sectors (Syrian Arab Republic).

- Design a strategy to tackle social inequalities experienced by Māori and Pasifika communities in health, housing, employment, education, social services and justice (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland).

- Take concrete steps to improve education and participation rates for Māori and Pacific communities in New Zealand so that these are equal with other ethnic groups (Bahamas).

---

140 Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination Concluding observations on the combined twenty-first and twenty-second periodic reports of New Zealand 2017 CERD/C/NZL/CO/21-22.

Appendix Two – Human Rights Commission consultation fono/‘uipa’anga with Pacific peoples in 2018:

March 26 - 27 in AKL, April 3 in CHC and April 4 - 5 in WLG

- In attendance: 75 people overall in Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington.
- March 26 Mangere Arts Centre, Mangere Town Centre, Auckland = 23
- March 27 Potters Park Events Centre, Balmoral, Auckland = 17
- April 3 Canterbury DHB Community and Public Health Aoraki Room, Christchurch = 15
- April 4 Human Rights Commission Office, Wellington = 5
- April 5 Porirua Union & Community Health Service, Porirua, Wellington = 15

FIGURE A: Current Human Rights issues discussed by participants at Commission Fono in 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right to an adequate standard of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to adequate housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to be free from racism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to equal inclusion and participation in society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to physical and mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to be free from violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to be free from discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to freedom of opinion and expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights under Te Tiriti o Waitangi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement of Pacific migrants &amp; newcomer communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE B: Future facing Human Rights issues discussed by Fono participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Future-facing human rights issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The environment and climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological impacts on employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online safety, security and privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refugees and asylum seekers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights issues for young people aged 16-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights issues for older people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific migrant settlement support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Talanoa Discussion areas

- What did participants consider to be “human rights”?
- Perspectives of different groups – such as young people
- What is working for Pacific people, what isn’t?
- Where do we see human rights issues emerging?
- What do participants see as they key human rights issues for Pacific peoples?